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A little wallpaper goes a long way! Putting a bold pattern on an interior door gives a room major pop.

**bowl**
Peach Radiance 16"-diameter raffia basket, $42, serrv.org

**vase**
Painted Elza 7¼"-tall stoneware vase, $32, anthropologie.com

**rug**
Surya City CIT-2323 5'3" x 7'3" polypropylene rug, $160, rugstudio.com

**boxes**
Mercer41 Sessums glass, metal, and wood boxes in blue, $83 for a mixed set of 2 (large is 9¾"W x 7"D x 4"H), wayfair.com

**dresser**
Chloe 60"W x 19¼"D x 33¼"H wood and metal dresser, $1,398, apt2b.com

**wallpaper**
Large Classic Hexas peel-and-stick wallpaper, $72 per 2’ x 9’ roll, spoonflower.com

Go on, wallpaper a door!

It’s a pretty simple project. We painted the door navy, then wallpapered the inset panels. Key pointers: For the cleanest cut, trim paper with a crafts knife. Regardless of which type of wallpaper you’re applying (including the peel-and-stick kind), start in a corner. If wallpaper paste is involved, pour into a paint tray and spread on the back of the paper with a roller. De-wrinkle with a wallpaper smoother. **Wallpaper:** Octavia sisal wallpaper in navy, fschumacher.com for buying info